Jet identification is one of the fields in high energy physics that deep learning has begun to make some impact. More often than not, convolutional neural networks are used to classify jet images with the benefit that essentially no physics input is required. Inspired by a recent paper by Datta and Larkoski, we study the separation of quark/gluon-initiated jets based on fully-connected neural networks (FNNs), where expertdesigned physical variables are taken as input. FNNs are applied in two ways: trained separately on various narrow jet transverse momentum p T J bins; trained on a wide region of p T J ∈ [200, 1000] GeV. We find their performance are almost the same, and the larger p T J the better. Comparing with results from deep convolutional neural networks, our results are comparable for low p T J , and even slightly better than those for high p T J . We also test the performance of FNNs with full set or different subsets of jet observables as input features. The FNN with one subset, consisting of fourteen observables, shows nearly no degradation of performance. This indicates that these fourteen expert-designed observables may have captured most of the information useful for the separation of quark/gluon jets. * Electronic address: hui.luo@desy.de †
I. INTRODUCTION
At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), hadronic decay final states of bosons such as W/Z or supersymmetric squarks are dominated by the light-quark-initiated jets while the corresponding standard model (SM) background often consists of gluon-initiated jets. Therefore, discrimination between quark jets and gluon jets is crucial in such searches. The quark-initiated jets and gluon-initiated jets were known to have different qualitative features for long time since the early measurements at PETRA and LEP colliders. For instance, radiation from color octet gluon will result in wider jet width in gluon jet comparing with the quark jet. However, the qualitative feature to discriminate quark from gluon was never as robust as the well-known b-jet tagging until a practical quark/gluon jet tagging via charged particle multiplicity and jet width proposed in [1, 2] was finally employed by the ATLAS collaboration. This initiative effort was later joined by other quark/gluon tagging observable proposals such as the N-subjettiness observables [3] [4] [5] and energy correlation functions [6, 7] , etc. Detailed discussions can be found in recent reviews on jet substructure [8, 9] .
On the other hand, the shallow neural networks has long been used in data analysis of high energy physics. Recently, the deep neural network technology has made breakthrough in pattern recognition. This new method has been employed in high energy physics as well, such as searches for new physics [10, 11] , the identification of boosted top quarks and/or heavy bosons [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and discussions on jet classification in gerenal [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , neutrino physics [32] [33] [34] , and other various topics [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] .
For jet classification, the energy deposited in the calorimeter can be viewed as a grayscale image. Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs), which have shown to be very powerful in computer vision, were then applied to classify jet images [25] . But the information of charged particle multiplicity, which is one of the best variables for quark/gluon tagging, is not included in grayscale jet images. As an attempt, pixel-level charged particle counts, transverse momentum p T of charged particles and p T of neutral particles are introduced in [26] as three "colors" of jet images. It is encouraging to observe that this DCNN outperforms traditional state-of-the-art methods in separating quark/gluon jets. This is very impressive, especially considering that almost all of the expert-designed jet variables are not used in this procedure. But it is a pity that it is hard for DCNNs to tell us what physics they learn. Unlike daily life pictures, a jet image is often sparse, i.e. only few pixels are activated. Therefore it is also arguable whether DCNN is an optimal choice for jet classification [20] .
In [29] , a different method is developed: the physics-motivated N-subjettiness observables are taken as input to study the jet substructure using fully connected deep neural networks. The logic behind this method is that N-subjettiness observables can completely span the phase space of a jet substructure which contains all kinematic information in a jet. As a concrete example, [29] demonstrates that jet mass plus just eight N-subjettiness observables are enough for the separation of boosted Z jets from QCD jets. As noticed in [29] , the choice of observable basis is not unique, one may use energy correlation functions as well. It was argued in [7] that a new series of energy correlation functions U (β) i are powerful variables for the discrimination of light quark jets and gluon jets.
In this paper, inspired by [29] , we study the quark/gluon tagging using fully connected deep neural networks. To capture as much as physical information, more jet substructure observables besides the jet mass and N-subjettiness are considered. Deep neural networks are very effective to analyze multidimensional problems, thus we implement this technique to classify signature/background. In the next section, we discuss the jet observables used as the input of the deep neural networks and the event generation procedure. We discuss the architecture and the results of the fully connected deep neural network in the third and fourth sections. The final section is devoted to a summary.
II. OBSERVABLES AND EVENT GENERATIONS
In the first part of this section, all observables as the input of neural networks are enumerated, which elaborate both entirety properties and substructures of a jet.
To generate a dataset for training and testing neural networks, we follow standard event generation procedures: generate all parton level events with MadGraph [46] , and then do the showering with PYTHIA8.2 [47] , the jets are clustered with FastJet [48] and observables are extracted using FastJet contrib as well as our private codes. Data generation processes are described detailedly in the second part of this section.
A. Observables as inputs of neural networks
The objects for quark/gluon discrimination considered in this work are the following:
• Particle multiplicity and charged particle multiplicity in a jet • Jet mass m J , transverse momentum of the jet p T J and their ratio m J /p T J
• Generalized angularities of two parameters, which were proposed in [49] and further discussed in [9] 
For proton-proton collision, using anti-k t algorithm [50] with E-scheme recombination [51] , one has
where z i is the momentum fraction of particle i, and R in is the rapidity/azimuth angle from a chosen axis 1 of particle i, and R 0 is the radius of the jet under consideration. In particular, five values of (κ, β), the same with [9, 49] , are set as benchmarks, [6, 52] ; (3) (1, 0.5) is denoted as "LHA" (Les Houches Angularity) [9] ; (4) width from (1, 1) is related to broadening or girth [53] [54] [55] ; (5) mass from (1, 2) is related to thrust [56] .
• N-subjettiness observables [4, 5] measure the radiation about N axes in a jet with a definition
As pointed out in [29] , a basis from N-subjettiness objects can be constructed to span the phase space of appropriately identifying M particles. This basis can then be taken as the 1 We use the axis directly from E-recombination in this paper. An alternative is with winner-take-all recombination scheme [60, 61] .
input of deep neural networks to discriminate boosted hadronic Z decays from light parton intiated jets.
The N-subjettiness observables chosen in this work are the following
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which are identical to the ones used in [29, 30] for spanning the 6-body phase space in a jet. Two ratios τ
(1)
and τ
are also input in our work. So called "OnePass WTA KT Axes" in FastJet package is chosen for above N-subjettiness objects.
• Generalized energy correlation functions [6, 7] can identify N-prong jet substructure without finding subjets first as done for N-subjettiness. In this work, we employ C N (for quark/gluon discrimination, N = 1 ) [6] and U i [7] . Before moving on, let's briefly review these variables.
where r N is much like the N-subjettiness τ N while C
(β)
N is similar to the N-subjettiness ratios τ
N,N −1 are good to probe N-prong substructures in a jet. In particular, they are good measures for higher-order radiations from leading-order.
Observable U i is proposed in [7] as
For proton proton collision, z i 's share the same definition as (2) and θ ij denoting the opening angles between particle i and j in a jet. In this paper, we produce C Then, we pass the parton level results into PYTHIA 8.226 [47] and shower them with default parameters. Neutrinos are discarded and final state particles with |η| < 2.5 are kept. FastJet 3.3.0
[48] is used to cluster jets with the anti-k T algorithm [50] and E-scheme recombination [51] as well as the jet radius R 0 = 0.4. Jet mass and transverse momentum can be directly read out by using FastJet commands, and then it's easy to obtain their ratio. Observables including charged multiplicity, five benchmark generalized angularities are generated with our private codes based on FastJet. N-subjettiness observables and the relevant energy correlation functions are all derived with FastJet contrib 1.027.
Finally we obtain one million events (evenly split into quark jets and gluon jets) for every nar- gained from these 24 sub-windows formed the broadest kinematics region for our following study.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF FULLY CONNECTED NEURAL NETWORKS
We have described in the above section how to generate simulation data containing 36 expertdesigned jet observables. In Fig. 1 , the distributions of charged particle multiplicity, N-subjettiness
and energy correlation function U Before feeding these observables into the neural networks, it is better to first standardize them, so that mean value and standard deviation of every feature are set to be 0 and 1, respectively. The one million events in the each given p T J range are split into three sets: 8 × 10 5 events for training, The model contains more than 460000 unknown weights and biases as parameters and it is important to prevent its overfitting. For this purpose, the dropout regularization and validationbased early stop are adopted. The dropout ratio is taken to be 0.1 for all six hidden layers, and the training would be stopped if its performance on the validation data does not improve anymore for 20 epochs. The neural network model is implemented with Tensorflow [57] and scikit-learn packages [58] . Running on a NVidia GTX 1080 GPU, it takes just several minutes to train the model with the input events in one given p T J region.
IV. RESULTS
Here, light quark jets are signals as they are presumably associated with the new physics, while the gluon jets are backgrounds. Therefore, the performance of neural networks can be measured by gluon rejection efficiency (1 − g ) as a function of quark acceptance efficiency ( q ), known as . receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve which is widely used in the field of machine learning. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is also a useful quantity to measure the performance of models. Moreover, in collider physics, it may be better to plot the significance improvement char-acteristic (SIC) curve q / √ g which is directly related to the statistical significance of the signal and background separation.
In Fig. 2 Table I the gluon jet efficiency at 50% quark jet acceptance. It turns out that our results from fully connected neural networks are basically as good as those of DCNN with color for p T J around 200 GeV. For larger p T J , for example around 1000 GeV, our results are even slightly better than those from DCNN with color. This indicates that almost all information of quark/gluon jets has been included in jet observables used in this paper.
To get an idea of which subset of jet observables are important for the quark/gluon tagging, as an attempt, we also train neural networks by using different subsets of jet observables as follows:
• Case A. Input features include jet mass m J , fourteen N-subjettiness observables τ 1 . This basis is essentially the same as the one proposed in [29] , which is powerful for discrimination of boosted Z jets from QCD background. The results are shown in Fig. 2 as magenta dotted curves. One can directly compare these results with the red solid lines (with all of the jet observables). The difference appears very small using ROC measures, while the difference becomes more and more obvious in SIC curves with the jet p T J increasing.
• Case B. Input features first include jet mass, particle multiplicity, generalized angularities It was found in [7] that a new set of energy correlation functions U Fig. 2 as green dot-dashed curves. However, this case has somehow inferior performance compared to other cases.
• Case C. Fourteen jet observables are considered, which includes particle multiplicity, charged particle multiplicity, LHA λ , τ
3 ). The results are shown in Fig. 2 as blue dashed curves. Interestingly, these results are basically as good as those using all jet observables. This implies that these fourteen observables may have captured most physical information which is useful for discriminating quark/gluon jets.
Notice that the jet images may look different for various transverse momenta, one has to train as many DCNNs as the number of transverse momentum bins. For example, three DCNNs are trained in [26] GeV. Even so, there is no guarantee that jets with p T J falling outside the considered bins, say for example p T J ∼ 700 GeV, could be classified efficiently using any of the three well-trained DCNNs. Certainly, this is not a very efficient way.
Up to now, we have strictly followed the way of DCNN such that different fully connected neural networks (FNNs) are trained for various jet transverse momentum regions. However, since transverse momentum is just one of the input features of FNN, due to the robust characteristic deep neural networks, nothing can stop us to train a single FNN for jets with very different transverse momentum.
As an attempt, a single FNN is trained for quark/gluon jets with p T J in the range of To compare our results from FNNs in a quantitative way with those from DCNNs with color [26] , the gluon jet efficiencies at 50% quark jet acceptance are shown in Table I . For p T J around 200 GeV, the performance of FNN is comparable to that of DCNN with color. As p T J increases, the performance of FNN becomes even slightly better than that of DCNN with color.
V. SUMMARY
Deep learning approaches have developed many applications in high energy physics, among of which is jet identification, such as the separation of quark-initiated jets from gluon-initiated jets. A natural way is to take the energy deposited in the calorimeter as a jet image. As a powerful tool, deep convolutional neural networks can then be used to classify jet images. Motivated by [29] , in this paper, we take 36 expert-designed jet observables as input features to discriminate quark/gluon jets using fully connected deep neural networks. One advantage of this method is that, the architecture of fully connected neural networks is much simpler than that of convolutional neural networks, and the former is also less GPU time-consuming. Since jet images do not lose any information, the approach of convolutional neural networks may be more powerful in jet classification if (nearly) all of the useful information could be extracted from the data. However, only few pixels are activated in a jet image, it remains an open question whether convolutional neural networks are the most efficient method in this situation.
We use a neural network with six hidden layers where 300 nodes are set in each hidden layer. Many of these 36 jet observables should be complementary for the quark/gluon tagging, but some of them may be redundant. As an attempt, we test the performance of neural networks by choosing different subsets of the jet observables as input features. It is interesting to find that the neural network using only fourteen observables has as good performance as the neural network using all of thirty-six jet observables. These fourteen observables include particle multiplicity, charged particle multiplicity, LHA λ , τ
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3 ). Since quark/gluon jet images may have different characteristics with various jet transverse momentum, it is customary to train different convolutional neural networks for different transverse momentum bins. But p T J is just one of the input features of the fully connected neural networks (FNNs), it should be possible to train a single FNN for jet tagging with very different transverse momentum. Therefore we train such a FNN using 1.3 million data with the jet transverse momentum in the range of [200, 1000] GeV. Again, the performance of such a FNN is almost the same as those of FNNs trained separately for each transverse momentum bins.
In [30] , a new method was proposed to construct novel jet observables with the help of fully connected neural networks. Such novel observables may have better discrimination power than widely-used observables. The novel observables may also deepen our understanding of the jet identification. It should be interesting to see in the future whether novel observables could also be constructed in the case of quark/gluon tagging.
